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Abstract 

The expansion of duties for NBC forces during the recent years induced the reformulation of 
standards and requirements regarding chemical detection. Newer requirements for chemical 
detection devices are a much broader range of detectable compounds while instruments size 
has to be small in order to maintain portability.  
With the combination of very different detection technologies not only a broader range of 
chemical compounds that can be detected by the whole ensemble is achieved. When the 
sensor information from several – very differently responding technologies is combined for 
the subsequent data evaluation an improved recognition in terms of selectivity can be 
achieved for many samples.  
A hybrid gas detector array is described – being a portable point detection device for first 
response operation. The capability of going after a broadened spectrum of detectable 
compounds leads to an increased level of safety for the operator. 
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1     Introduction  

The requirements for chemical detection devices used by NBC counteraction forces – civil or 
military – undergo permanent adaptation. The reason for this is that responsibilties for these forces 
especially dealing with Hazmat actions have shifted. Military units operate in environments where 
terrorist activities are present and also are involved in civil operations (f.e. public events, ...). Fire 
departments more often deal with situations involving the release of hazardous compounds from 
accidents or even also terrorist activities at public events for example. These new responsibilities 
require the adaptation of requirements for the detection equipments also. Besides chemical warfare 
agents an increased number of toxic industrial compounds are of interest to military based hazmat 
teams. Civil forces also are requested to be prepared to operate in situations involving CWAs or 
IEDs.  

2     Set Up 

The Hybrid Gas detector Array [2] comprises 4 detection technologies: A classical IMS operated in 
positive and negative mode, a Photo Ionization Detector an Electrochemical Cell and a set of Metal 
Oxide Sensors. All these sensors are well selected to provide overall coverage of hazardous 
compounds being defined by national or international guidelines for civil or military safety issues 
and hazmat actions. Furthermore all sensors are selected to allow battery operation and a design for 
handheld operation. All sensors are operated simultaneously – contributing to the combined sensor 
response, which is then evaluated using a range of algorithms including multivariate statistics. The 
use of this is that through each sensor technology very different (orthogonal) information is 
achieved and then evaluated for improved sample recognition. 



The features defined especially by this sensor set are then compared with customizable libraries. 
A sampling system in the instrument serves the sampling flow and also prevents overload of the 
sensor array – especially the IMS system. The IMS system is a closed system with membrane inlet 
and an internal filter to maintain high sensitivity for the detector. 

3     Results 

The reaction on mixtures of gases is investigated on binary mixtures (f.e. CWA and interferent). 
This reveals the capability to filter out hazardous compounds even from a background that consists 
of less hazardous but mostly higher concentrated compounds. The capability to filter out signals 
from a mixed sample also leads to the principal ability to indicate more than on constituent of a 
mixed sample. Surely this feature is limited and depends on the composition of the sample gas 
itself. No separation technology (like GC) is involved but still the selectivity provides partial 
compounds resolution.  
 
The feature of having sensitivity to a broad range 
of volatile compounds provides a new approach 
to indicate measurement results and alarming. 
While not waiting for a library match to finally 
indicate the presently sampled compound, a more 
unspecific indication on analytes enables a 
operation as a general detection device alarming 
on any hazardous volatile compound when it 
reaches dangerous concentrations. 
 
Having broad range sensitivity the detector 
finally can be trained to indicate new compounds. 
Simple steps are defined in order to add new 
entries to libraries and this way adapt the Sensor 
Array instrument to various different applications 
from police, customs of fire brigades.  
Practical aspects are for example the wireless 
connectivity and GPS which help to integrate the 
technology into advanced operation 
environments and to provide measurement data 
and alarm information to experts without the loss 
of time. 
 

4     Conclusion 

New requirements for the equipment used by first responders are not achieved with just one 
detection principle. The combination of differently reacting sensor technologies allows the detection 
of all compounds having importance for safety and first response operations. With the availability 
of powerful embedded processing systems and algorithms, the handling of different sensor 
information becomes possible and provides additional information about the chemicals being 
present at emergency operations. 
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